McCloskey assails BV Dam,
says Nixon may stand trial
be

‘‘perverting the FBI, the CIA and

impeached if he is found to have

the Marine Corps” by involving

President

Nixon

should

Mc-

them in White House policies.
“I have seen no evidence to the
fact that the president knew of

closing

the Watergate beforehand, but I

committed a crime in the Water-

gate

scandal,

Rep.

Paul

Closkey said Saturday.
McCloskey was the

around

the

boundaries

of

Red-

wood Park and said when he
returns to Washington he will
“convince the Department of the
Interior that immediate steps
need be taken to protect the park

speaker at the Mad River Watershed conference May 18 and 19 at

find it hard to believe that he did
not know of the cover-up,” Mc-

and its free-flowing stream’’.

the Eureka Inn. The conference
was sponsored by the Center for
Community Development, The
North
Coast
Environmental
Center and the Concerned Citizens Committee.

Closkey ssid. He said the scandal

proposed Butler Valley Dam,
saying he favors dams only for
water conservation and flood

McCloskey later spoke at a
dinner sponsored by the Humboldt County Fishermens’ Wives
Association at the Moose Lodge

is “building up courage on the
part of Congress.
“The executive branch is
rapidly backing the legislative
(branch) into a corner, and the
judicial into inactivity,”’ he said.
Saying that the Nixon “‘landside” of 1972 was achieved with
only 54 per cent voter turn out,

in Eureka.
Scandal building courage

McCloskey said ‘‘if we can
restore politics to an honorable

Calling the Nixon Administration ‘the most secretive since the
Alien and Sedition days of 1795,”

profession

McCloskey

accused

Nixon

of

we

apathy”’.

McCloskey spent
Saturday inspecting

the

end

can

part of
the area

California State University, Humboldt

McCloskey

spoke

against the

protection of sites already constructed.
He
called _ the
recreational
value
of
the
proposed lake ‘‘insignificant”’

when compared to the value of
the free-flowing river.
McCloskey's speech ended the
two-day conference, which was to

present ‘‘non-structural alter-

natives” to the Butler Valley
Dam, as wel as examine in detail
(Continued on back page)

Arcata, California 95521

The Lumberjack

Rep. Paul McCloskey was the featured speaker at the
Mad River Watershed conference held last weekend
in Eureka. McCloskey spoke against the proposed
Butler Valley Dam, saying he favors dams for water
conservation and flood protection of already constructed areas.
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Support march set for this Saturday

Union grape, lettuce boycott explained
since 1966. In that year, UFW workers
were allowed to take 10-minute rests in
the fields, one in the morning and one in

said drinking water, latrine facilities and
protection from pesticide poisoning is
often denied workers employed by
growers who have signed with the

the afternoon. Rests were unheard of, she

teamsters.

She said the situation

hy Bob Nay

Strike! Boycott! Huelga! Commonly
heard words, yet their meaning and
significance decrease as they travel
beyond California's fertile produce

has

worsened

said. ‘People were driving out to see if it
was true.”
Now, she said, there are no more rest

periods and growers are demanding
greater productivity in the fields. She

‘‘sweatheart” contracts with
growers—saying they represent
workers—then do nothing on
workers’ behalf.
Prevents voting
It is this coalition, Govea

prevents

the

workers

Govea said the fact George Meany,
president of the AFL-CIO, gave the UFW
$1.6 million in strike funds will help.
(Meany booted the Teamsters out of the
AFL-CIO 15 years ago.)

Govea is now speaking in Montreal and
Toronto, Canada, seeking support for the
boycott of grapes and
cities.

lettuce

A march, showing support of the UFW
boycott against stores that sell non-UFW
produce, is scheduled for Saturday, May
26. The march will begin at 11 a.m. in
front of the Eureka

County

Courthouse

and end in front of the Arcata Safeway.

the
the
the

said, that

from

voting

tensified striking, Govea explained.
“We are asking for all the help we can
get. Everything Cesar (Cesar Chavez,
leader UFW) and others have worked for
since 1962 is at stake,” she said.
She said morale is high among the
striking workers. ‘The spirit is really
good. People are working on one meal a
day and working
20 hours a day.”

*

A black eagle on a

ey

field of red is therallying

symbol

in those

of the

United

Farm Workers.
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No booze for union

until policy changes
Beer, wine or booze will not be
sold in the HSU College Union in
the near future.
“There is very little likelihood
the campus would be issued a
permit from the state Alcoholic
Beverage Control department
(ABC),” Donald F. Strahan, HSU
vice president for administrative
affairs, said last week.
Strahan, chairman of the
College
Union
Board
administrative and policy committee investigating
license

campus)
adopted by state
trustees
13 years ago
and... are
given board authority in the state
constitution (to regulate sale).
“I know
of no state college that

has been able to get a license —
there have been court cases and
ABC always wins,” Henry said.

Henry,

ABC not fooled
HSU student

possibilities, said the committee
met recently but took no official

sale of alcohol).

action.
“It’s going

legal,” he said.
M.E. Myers,

to take

a

major

change in the policy of ABC,”
Robert J. Henry, attorney from
the chancellor's office, said in a
telephone interview.

Henry, who believes campus
permits are unlikely without

legislation action refused to
reveal a legal opinion concerning
a similar request from another

campus.
Adults can drink
“As the attorney I really can’t
discuss the advice given to a

body

president in 1964 and 1965, said
“You can’t circumvent it. ABC is
very clear — they're not fooled at
all by circumvention (disguised
“If you get a license then it’s

ABC

senior

special investigator in Eureka,
said he “didn’t think there’s any
legal way it can be done (permit
issued).
“I think it is against the law to
have
liquor
in state-owned

buildings,’’ he said.
He said the prohibition is in the
state government code.
No law involved
When
informed of Myer’s
comments, Henry said he knows
“of no law that would prohibit

client,” Henry said, adding he
would discuss the general topic

possession and consumption on

but his coments
would
be
“speculative.”
He said there is no law against

21.

possession or consumption of
alcohol by adults on campus but

alcohol there is no obstacle other
than ABC policy.
Strahan
agreed
that
presidential approval would be
necessary, saying he has ‘‘never
heard of an illusory (government) code section.”

there has been an ‘‘absolute rule
the ABC will not do it (grant a
license).
“They are sensitive to a
resolution (against alcohol on

SLC debates

state campus.”’ for persons over
Henry

president

said

if the

approves

university

selling

forensics,

opposes freeway design
Two members of the forensics team debated the Student
Legislative Council (SLC) last Thursday night.
Janice M. Frank and Sandi K. Zigan asked the council for $700
more than the team has been budgeted next year. The amount
recommended is $2,000 — twice what the team received this year.
Three or four council members compared the forensics team to
an athletic team.
“If it’s competitive, it's got to be a sport,” Rep. Thomas Jones
said.
Not a football team
‘You're trying to turn us into
a football team," Frank responded.
““We’re not — this is a class for students.”
For the past month the council has held informal budget

Becky

Aus,

defeated

ASB

runner-up

Groups whose proposed budgets have been cut by the board of
finance pleaded their cases.
Also appearing were Richard W. Niclai, basketball coach;
Jeffrey Havill, art gallery director; John Woods, director of the
Open Door Clinic and Jim Crump, director of the College Program
Sending
a letter

held a business meeting. The
to HSU President Cornelius H.
university formally abandon its
design proposal of the Arcata

freeway project.”
The letter asks the university to request the California Division of
Highways to reopen negotiations with the city of Arcata and the
university.
A proposal establishing a technical director for the College
Program Board was approved 8-1. The proposal asks that control of
programs remain with students but that a technical director be
hired to assist with contract negotiations and setting up facilities.
Signing
a contract

it is expected that SLC will sign a contract with the College Union
Board for the services of Charles N. Lindemann, university center
program coordinator.
In other action, the council:
—approved the constitution of the Ceramics Guild.

the intent to organize of the HSU Amateur Radio
Club. The club intends to set up an amateur radio station on
campus.
—seated Mark T. Pasquini. Pasquini will serve on the council
ae
See, replacing Thomas Williams who

Pola

by

the

margin of 456 to 285. The total 741 votes

hearings.

Before the informal session SLC
council voted &1 to send a letter
Siemens, asking Siemens that ‘‘the
policy of support for the current

president-elect,
John

Ph. 622-6350

cast represent 9 per cent of the student
body.
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The North Coast Regional Coastline Comentaaion will duciiie
tomorrow if this pasture will in time be the site of a 43-acre

Commission to decide motel,
mobile park fate tomorrow
The North Coast Regional
Coastline Commission will decide
the future of two proposed
developments tomorrow.
The meeting begins
i:
in the Eureka City Council
chambers.

Campus guide being compiled

the projects will ‘‘definitely”
require the two-thirds vote.
He said his decision will be
based on land use and whether

the proposed developments will
have
“irreversible
irretrievable’’ effects
coastline

and
on the

Hedrick would not state how he
will vote, preferring to save that
for tomorrow's meeting. Hedrick
said he didn’t feel any commissioner
should
make
statements about his vote prior to
the meeting.
Hedrick said Falor’s statement
“an unfortunate kind of

Commissioners Guy Rusher
and John Mayfield
are expected
to vote in favor of the project.
expected

to

oppose

the

developments.

.

/e

LOW FARE
FLIGHTS

director, John Lahr, and at least
one commissioner feel the
projects are sgricultural.
According to the Coastline Act,
developments on agricultural
lands require a two-thirds vote
for approval.

VIA JET FROM OAKLAND & LOS ANGELES
TO LONDON - BRUSSELS: FRANKFURT
AFRICA- FAR EAST-HAWAN
EAST COAST USA
TRANS-OCEAWIC AIRWAYS
OPEN RETURN ONE YEAR
VIA FLORIDA & BAHAMAS TO
GRUSSELS- TANGIER NORTH AFRICA

Commissioner
Donald
W.
Hedrick, dean of the HSU School
of Natural Resources, said he felt

WINSHIP TRAVEL — Sumner Winship
(41S) 626-0072 ~ (41S) 626-4217
_ San Francisco, California 94131

CVPRUS MIDDLE EAST

Holiday Inn metalsauidien, The man complex has been the
subject of much environmental study and public input.

Nobody needs help more than a
new student ;
in the fall help will
be available
to these beleaguered
newcomers in the form of a
guidebook.
The

Survival

Handbook

to the new students during
orientation week in the fall,’ she
added.

Anyone

The book

Almer expressed concern over

guide up to date.

The
guide
will
include
everything from registration
information to child care centers.
Almer said the handbook is not
merely a campus guide but a
guide to the Arcata area as well.
Almer also indicated the
Survival Handbook would be
available to all students.
“We are printing 6,000 copies,
so everyone may not get one. But
then many students won't need
one,” said the adviser.

“The guides will be distributed

She

hopes

FLORIST :
1166 HSt
Arcata‘
622-1791

JF

LYON

IWS

#

UNIONTOWN
SQUARE
622-1816
SS

6 +

2S

minimize

problem

common

to

ee

Torun Almer

.

such

,

your own.

the

listing
of out of date information,

a

ARCATA

| FREIGHT

& EXPRESS

guides in the past.

She also hopes to get some help.

Sth & L St.

“There’s only Jan and I,” said
Almer. ‘“‘Two people can’t
possibly do all the work that
needs to be done.”
“If we had 10 or 15 people, each
covering one area, the information would be more ac-

822-1765

GRADUATING
Make reservations for your parents and friends

Nahe
ahah

nN
HOTELS

Celebrate at Humboldt County's best
Givatoli Lane and U.S. 101

in-

The hassle you save may be

Fine Food and Lodging

| silt & Merthe Hell
O11

to

in

a

in the
keeping the information

Beitzer

interested

ad-

the survival
rate can

after similar guides at Sacra- help by

ROADSIDE

JACK
YN
ACRES

is being patterned

mento State and UC Davis.

is

being compiled by activities
adviser Torun Almer and Jan

curate and up to date,” she
ded.
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Editor’s

WAY OPIN (ae, REPRESENTS ABM:

viewpoint

Siemens

errs

WHETHER ‘ANYONE,

on freeway issue
President
Cornelius
HH.
Siemens
last
week
misrepresented HSU at the freeway design hearings.
He sent a letter and Oden W. Hansen, dean of
campus

development,

university's

to the hearing

‘‘official’’

support

to restate

for

the

the

six-lane

freeway.

Unfortunately, the official position and the actual
position of the campus

once

again

do not

jibe.

The

overwhelming preponderance of campus discussion
has been concerned with how to stop the freeway
expansion.

And with good reason.
The proposed freeway project was designed to
accommodate
traffic increases which will not
materialize. The population decline and the gasoline
decline will see to that.
One of Dick Gregory’s more cogent remarks when
he visited HSU was a warning to students that, ‘‘you
young folks better say to these so-called educational
institutions under no uncertain terms .. . . that they
exist to satisfy your
satisfy their needs.’

needs

and

you

Our needs are being smothered
asphalt.

don’t

exist

to

SIX LANE
SIEMENS

under a layer of

President Siemens based his decision to support the
project on traffic growth predictions which even the

Division of Highways is beginning to doubt. However,
new facts
made.

have

surfaced

since

that

decision

was

It’s not easy to change your mind after reinforcing
a thought pattern for several months. It’s not always
popular, either—especially
if you've made
your
position public.

“‘Wishy-washy’’

George

McGovern

learned

that

when he scrapped his admittedly imperfect $1,000per-person income plan.
But the ability to accept this sort of. criticism in-

dicates a maturity and a self-confidence a university
president is expected to have acquired.
It’s doubtful at this point whether a reversal of the

“official’’

HSU

position

would

make

much

dif-

ference—the top echelon of the Division of Highways

has apparently already decided to disregard the
opposition (some of which reportedly is nurtured
within its own lower ranks).
But with the recent reconsideration by the Arcata
City Council, a university turnabout might just be the
straw needed to break the camel’s back.
Students are often accused of meddling in matters
which will not concern them when they graduate and
move away. Now we, the students, ask that you, Mr.
Siemens, be sensitive to our needs before you move to
England.
The Lumberiec: weicemes ei! letters to
@diter concerning
teeves of
cencem. Please lnit the cise et letters we ae
jeg
|
Sang
ne Meeerve the right to Colt ony letter wien?

Darkened
Editor:
How often

life

souls
seems

he claims evolution to be +‘thin
the realm of science.
The
statement is absurd.

but

a

foggy allegory, a vehicle for
people to ride on, in order to
afflict their addictions
on others.
I will hesitate to draw attention
to an issue, which for most, will
seem the minorest of trivialities,
unworthy of attention or comment; but the limits of time
forces me to use this column as a

podium to warn those involved in
this grave matter.

The

recent

incident,

or

in-

cidents (because
it was flaunted

night after night) of which I
speak is the
of what
I thought to be ‘‘cleansed
souls”
in

the

seamy

production

of

“Carmen,”
the opera which took

they'd
thik ewes an chaning
fun

account

very

well.

In

fact

an

increasing number of wellinformed
scientists believe

of origins.
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Start education
Editor:

As one of the most significant
political and social events ever to
unfurl in America begins, we at
HSU are effectively prevented
from
it. I’m referring
to
the
Watergate
Senate
of course.
We sit ignorantly in our
classrooms,
while viewers across
nation
witness
an
examination into crimes that

Lisda Lewis

PHOTOGRAPHERS

ex-

The very nature of the whole probably goes on in a butcher
subject falls outside of science. shop
The theory of evolution and
Four dozen huge guys chaseda
creation can only serve as models really tiny pig five to ten yards
or postulates to explain and and then made a hogpile on of it
correlate
the evidences related to which was twice as high as any
Ss.
football hogpile I’ve ever seen.
Neither has been proved, nor
I really don’t know, but I've
can be proved, scientifically. heard the pig was hurt or killed in
They are not sub
to the or- the mess.
dinary methods of experimental
I enjoy fun as much as
science. Neither postulate is any anybody, but this is too much. I
more scientific
nor religious than think
it is too bad something like
the other.
on
en aes
See
ys.
Evolution has not been proved
by any means, it is merely a
They should put a wild boar in
religious faith, with no evidence
to back it up.
,
was as
wild boar.
When the laws and facts are a greased
examined, they deny evolution
Robert Young
and correlate with the creation
Junior

cre
to ati
be the faron
superior

The

I went to see this event

pecting to see some fun and sport,
but instead it looked like what

Greased piglet
Editor:

threaten the very fabric of the
Republic itself.
Why are we missing this
educational opportunity? Why
are we even here at this institution?
To get an education, of
course. Yet here we sit, oblivious
to the cross-examination
of men
— many of whom are our leaders
— men who tried to steal
America.

I'm not suggesting that HSU
Close its doors. What is needed
(Continued
on page $)
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Division of Highways freeway hearing o sham

‘Progressive’ Arcata will get its freeway
by Bob Lee
The resolution
puts no legal when the safety problems could
These are the vital statisticsof restrictions on the division of be solved with the prsent freeway

the
proposed
new
Arcata
wee 1.9 miles, eo bridges,
wo
interchanges, four
lanes with room for expansionto
six or eight later, and
estimated cost of $12,550,000.

because

contracts

E

highways

The charms of Arcata will soon

Ss

give way to the
PROGRESS.
‘Freewaymania”’
has infected the Arcata area.
A final public hearing on the
new freeway
was held last week
at Arcata High School and the
division of highways made it
quite clear to those attending
that
plans for the freeway have been
finalized.

resolution and hold the city to its
legal contracts
or 2) to accept the

daily

system or a less complicated
system than the one proposedby
the division
of highways.
Many of those present at last
week's hearing made statements
before the division of highways
both for and against the freeway
plan. One man
the
opinion that the freeway would be
good for the tourist trade because
it would provide for easier access
to the downtown area.
An

argument

“study,”

saying

route.
by

8°
1905

45,

=

would travel on the stretch of

freeway each day. The present

daily traffic is only 19,500
vehicles.
There are two shortcomingsin
this projection: (1) it does not
take into account the possible
effects of the current fuel shortage that has set upon our
country
and (2) by building
a freeway

designed

‘“‘people

don’t come to Arcata to see L.A.

the area

Just like L.A.
proposed Sunset Avenue

The

The new freeway and its two
new interchanges will have
several side effects on the

would
be
dependent,

inevitable.
Inlocally-owned

interchange will be nearly one-

Francisco or Los Angeles.

opposition
to the freeway plans in
the last election when they
elected two new city councilmen
who ran on a “‘stop at four lanes”
platform..
Among the major reasons
given for the construction of a
new freeway were the dangerous
17th Street and Sunset Avenue
intersections. However, it seems
illogical to justify an entire
section of freeway for this reason

design for this interchange
looks
like something from an aerial
photograph
of an L.A. freeway.

to accomodate

more than twice the present traffic load, the division
of highways
would
be indirectly discouraging
the development
of badly needed
public transportation systems in

rebutted
student rebutted the

by

—

According to

quarter a
mile —
a
seemingly
less maze of onramps, off-+ramps and frontage
roads as well as an overpass.
The

Student recounts beautiful afternoon

interrupted by friend getting busted
by Bill Grodlin

took

_

away

only

the

with a murderer, a rapist and a
‘strong-arm
robber. He did say he
would’t complain about the
cafeteria food anymore (though

average person who smokes
grass isn’t prone to criminal
action;
that is to say action which

he said the gravy was similar).

firmed his support for a sixdane freeway
in the face of overwhelming campus
Meanwhile,
the lily-livered Division of

may

about to turn tail and abandon the project.

be

Highwayman

even thought they might name it after me when I die,” he
continued. ‘‘I could just see it—Hazy Freeway.”

i{

i

and a small-town
“Whether they know it or not, progress is best.”
Hazy left, broken
and defeated.

President Siemens left also, his pride and honor intact.

The University should then not
only publicize the location of the
sets, but should inforin ihe
students of the hearing schedule.
Each of us then could decide
whether we want to go to class or
watch the hearings.
It is now time for HSU’s administrators to climb down from
their Ivory Towers and start

Last

week

at

the

3

if

Editor:

‘‘public

hearing”’ on freeway design, the

local highway officials made one
thing quite clear, that is, they
could care less how the people of
Arcata

feel

about

their

mon-

sterous plan.
Even though they are paid by
the taxpayers, and were supposed to be listening
to what the

;

Hany pleaded, "T don

will,” Siemens said.
see,”
“I don’t want
to. If you
, I can tell Sacramento
that
opposition is
I can pull out.”
“I’m sorry, I can’t do that. I've made a commitment.”
“But you're supposed to represent the best interests of the

ag

Write to powers

people,

[

community

li

. The faculty,

end Game of tay oun Mahenseen are

if !i r= f e8-E : i
ie
i ik
H
F
l
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i:
g §
:
Eig
a
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down

sit a Fé

sway you.

and shrugged.
‘I don’t know, I’m just tired of the

”

j

educating us in the real life
events now confronting America.
David
8. Smith
Journalism majer

on our erroneous data.”’
mind," Siemens asserted. ‘‘It’s cowardly to

oan

| @
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ee
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now, then,”
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C

tition in all humanistic areas

HSU sculptor granted fellowship to Rome

by Christy Park
HSU is going to lose one of the
faculty members from the Art
Department.
Assistant Professor Stephen J.
Daly is going to Rome on a
fellowship. A sculptor, Daly
submitted five of his works in the
competition for the “Prix de
Rome”’.
The
for the competition established it in New
York and Rome in 1912. They
have facilities on the Geniculun
Hills in Rome, There, personsinvolved in the humanities
are free to work in their particular area.
Daly said last week, ‘During
the time of his fellowship each
fellow is expected to travel’.
There is a lot a humanitarian
can
learn from the work of
j
“There is the hope that when

mendation, Daly did not really
worry about the grant. ‘I’ve
gotten over planning things, and
ever since things have gotten a
lot better.”’
Alotof support
“I feel what got me the grant
was the sculpture I produced for
a

showing

at

the

Fairview

Gallery on Madison Avenue, last
September.
He said, ‘‘I think I had a lot of
support from galleries and letters
of reference, as well as good vibs
from the art department here.”
Since he has come to HSU, Daly
has received several honors. ‘‘I
had a piece put in the permanent
collection

of

the

Oakland

Art

been selected to submit a work in
ceramics to the John Michael Art
Gallery in Sheboygan, Wis.”
One of his works, which is also
one of the ones in the ‘Prix de

Rome,” is now on display in the
University Center.
Can zero in

theuretical music and sculpture

Most of his pieces are large,

v'ro receive the fellowship. Four
frem each aspect receive the

but he plans to do smaller ones
while in Rome.

Each of the fellow is provided
with a study or a studio.
In addition each receives a

housing allowance and a stipend
for living expenses and supplies.
Daly leaves in August with his
wife

(a

weaving

teacher

at

College of the Redwoods) and
their daughter. He said he entered the competition partly
because three acquaintances
had
had it and each enjoyed it.
Get away from teaching
“It is an opportunity to get
away from teaching so I can
concentrate on my work —
without
the
mental,
psychological and physical drain.
I feel that after this growth
period I can return to teaching
and operate for awhile by coming
from a different angle.”
A graduate of the California
State University, San Jose, Daly
taught at the University of
Minnesota for two years before
coming to HSU.
“I hated the University of

ee

C | Maslowe:

[7

Finest Storage
Warehouse Available

“I hope to produce
smaller works so I can

many
cover

more
aesthetic
and
compositional problems as a scale

443-7369

for free estimates
Humboldt Moving

and Storage Co

1433 Broadway, Eureka

main

do in space) and color. For the
later reason I started using
ceramics, and will probably use

plastics.

“It
is also why for some years I
Will return here

After his fellowship ends Daly
presume to return to Arcata.

—

In

the Art Department here I have
found a number of students and
faculty who are really exciting to
work with.

“However a large number of
students are in art for the wrung
reasons. They are intellectually

lethargic and seem to enter art
for social reasons rather than
emotional or cerebral reasons.
“I found the resultant attitude,
coupled with a knack for intimidation of faculty and peer
groups, has led to overcrowding
of space and energy which I find

which would be easier to bring
home than the larger works I've
produced here at Humboldt. If
the opportunity occurs I'll increase the scale.

Art Professor Stephen J. Daly
Daly received a fellowship in Rome for

ASB will pick
new manager
The name

of the new

his outstanding talents.

general

manager for the ASB will be
submitted
to HSU President Cornelius H. Siemens
for approv
Roger A. Levy, outgoing
general manager, has resigned
effective
May 30. Wood refused to
comment about the resignation.
To find a new manager, the
ASB formed
a search committee,
of Student Legislative
Council
(SLC)
Chairman
Gregory J. Golgart as committee
chairman; two SLC members;
Dr. Donald F. Strahan, vice
president for administrative
affairs; Dr. H. Edward Simmons,
associate dean of student activities and David B. Travis,
director of the Placement and
Career Guidance Center.
The committee has received 36
applications and has narrowed
Ee
ee
eee
said.
The job pays $9,250 a year and
degree, experience in
student activities and
accounting.
“The
next ASB
general
manager
must be willing to grow

|meving packing storing crating
Phone

two

(what forms

plans to return to this area. “I

cross-fertilization with other
humanitarians. A break-down of

ryant simultaneously.

in

of 10 American

that.
“I learned last week that I have

Four receive grant
The competition extends to all
humanistic areas. There are
persons involved in architecture,
philosophy,
performing
and

interested

have used more than one metal
for one piece of sculpture.”

persons return home after their
stay in Rome, there will be
the directional thinking.”’

been

things — spatiality

museum.
“I've heard unofficially that
I’ve been selected to produce a
piece
for Expo 74. I would
be one
sculptors to do

+

“With large blocks of time the
creative process is not impeded
by externals. An individual artist
in a situation like that can zero in
on specifics.”
In describing his works Daly
said, “Very simply, they are
abstract compositions dealing
with bi
forms in juxtaposition with mechanical
forms.
“In the last few years I have

Books with a Message

Cards with Meaning
q/,

Y

NI

Posters

with Feeling

Gifts of Friendship
Graduation

Wood said the committee intends to follow the university
affirmative action policy. The
policy encourages minority
participation in paid faculty and
staff positions.
Three women have applied for
the job, Wood said, but he would
not say if any minority persons

applied.

eee

ee

Cards

”
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Eureka fireman teaches class at C-R,
has MA in business administration
by John Humphreys
Robert A. Jones graduated
from HSU in the spring of ‘71 with
a master’s degree in business
administration. Today he is
employed as a fireman in

any tall buildings to use it on.

Eureka, teaches fire-science
through the College of the Red-

He also teaches seminars in fire
science through the CR extension
program.
Jones is active in his union,
3 spend much of their time Local 62 of the International
engaged in ‘‘pre-planning”’ or the Firefighters, an AFL-CIO union.
inspection
of
commercial He is chairman of the committee
buildings. The map they prepare negotiating wages and hours with
of each inspected building can be Eureka government.
Jones is married and lives in
consulted should a fire occur
Cutten with his wife, Joyce, 26
there later.
The maps include such details and their twin children, Jason
as fire walls, electrical switches, and Jessica, age 14 months.
Jones spends his off-duty time
stairways, what is stored in the
building and the number
of skiing or sports parachuting.
“Don’t call it ‘sky diving’,’’ he
people in the building at a given
said with a smile. Jones has 70
hour.
Jones explained it is of great jumps to his credit and admits
importance for the fire depart- the first 20 or so are hard to
ment to know in advance if make.
“You have to force yourself,”’
chemicals are being stored in a
he said.
building.

woods

(CR)

and

is a

‘‘sports

parachutist’’ with 70 jumps to his
credit.
The 26-year-old Jones has no
complaints that he isn’t working
in the field he studied in school.
‘‘Anymore, you have to have a
good education to advance into
the upper ranks of any fire
department. My degree is in
administration. I'll probably use
it some day,”’ Jones said.
Jones finished his MA degree
while employed fulltime as a
Eureka fireman. He works a 60
hour week with alternating 24
days on and off the job.
Served
as volunteer
“I served on the Arcata

Volunteer Fire Department while
I was

an

undergraduate,

then

“That’s

ladder up and over a

what

scares

me.

It

helps if we know ahead of time,”

Mostly we use it as a ‘water
tower’ which means we run the

Jones said. .
Teaches first aid
Jones is a first aid instructor

fire, haul

hoses up the ladder and direct
water down on the flames,”
Jones.
Prepare maps
Jones
and
his _ fellow
crewmembers at Engine Co. No.

for the Eureka Fire Department.

took the test for this job. I’m
going to hold onto this job for a
while, at least,’”’ Jones said.

Robert

A.

Jones,

who

left

business administration

HSU

with

his

in 1971, now works

M.A.

Jones is assigned to drive the
ladder truck for Engine Company

in

with the

Eureka
science

Fire Department. He also teaches firethrough the College of the Redwoods’ ex-

‘tension

program.

No. 3, located
Eureka’s Mall.

just

south

of

“We don’t use the ladder too
much for buildings. There aren’t

Alumnus had fun in school,
now holds job in chosen field
by Valerie Jennings

“becoming

He ‘‘ain’t out to set the world on
fire,’’ but he’s working in a good
place to start.

America.”

most of the methods he learned in

Gary Howard, a 1969 natural
resources graduate from HSU,
has been employed at the Natural
Resources Management Corp.

He commutes from middle
America to his job on a Triumph
650.

the classroom he uses on the job.
He thinks perhaps 70 per cent of
his friends who graduated innatural resources are working in
their field.
“It’s not like the pseudo

He said his company marks
and grades trees, does sales
preparations
and other work for
the forest service and private
ies.
Gary said he didn’t have any
trouble finding a job, but said he
was “probably lucky.’ He
graduated in December and
started working in January.
“I felt like someone had lifted
five tons off my shoulders when I
graduated, Gary said.
No more school
“I had fun in school, but I don’t
plan to go back!”
Gary said he didn’t have time

to get involved in school politics
because he was busy as a
memberof the Forestry Club and
ust playing.
' “I ‘hidn't even join the Alumni
Association, but I did join the
Forestry Alumni Association.
“Pm a good member. I just
give my money and belong,”’ he
sai

a

Gary isn’t
his time but
“busy, busy,
Some of
painting the

part

of

middle

sure how he spends
finds he is always
busy.”
his time is spent
house, the fence or

digging up the yard.

everything

he learned

yet,

Sociology and psychology are
pseudo

He also goes deer hunting,
fishing and skiing. Gary and
Renee just started
snow skiing at
Ashland, Ore., this winter.
“Everybody from Sacramento
water skis,” Gary said.
Some times, he takes pictures,
but he never camps. “I don’t like
camping. When I come home I
— to relax,” the staff forester
Didn’t
like Florida
Gary said NRM is sending him
to New Mexico soon. He spent
four months in Florida and
Georgia last year. ‘‘It was
terrible,’’ he said.
“We spent 10 hours a day
working and it was hot and
humid. I don’t want to go back
there!’’
Gary feels his education at
HSU did a good job of preparing
him for the ‘“‘real world.”
He said he hasn’t applied

from

“it drives me

Sacramento,

7m

sciences,’’ he said.
to

Gary

“I've got all I need,” he said.

Editor's note:

aii

ie

Gary Howard, a 1969 natural resources
graduate, uses a stereopticon as part of
his job routine with the Natural
Resources Management Corp.

a
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nuts to go back

Gary likes Eureka and plansto
stay. ‘‘It’s
not that big a town and
has a lot of conveniences, but I
don’t know anybody who liked it
when he first got up here,” he
said.
Gary and his wife, Renee, an
HSU graduate in speech and
hearing, recently bought a house
in Eureka, where they are
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This man heads near the Big Bar
Cedar Flat rapids on the Trinity River.

River rafting
on local ‘mac

full of fur;

Photos by Mike
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This group of rafters on a
Six

Rivers

originating

Float

from

the

Trip

Ar-

cata Transit Authority, a
local outdoor
recreation
store, waits
for
other
rafters at the end of a
gorge
on the_
Trinity
River.

rfting, kyaking
‘mad’

rivers is

un; foam, frolic

s by Mike Salstrom

Tim Douge’s beer shoots out of a can as
the Mad River water shoots out around
him.
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Play opens Thursday night,
continues where tragedy ends
Neiman said the play develops as a tragedy
after the young prince (Lesley Johnson) dies.
The queen (Debbi Doura) is also pronounced
dead, “‘and you kind of kiss her off,”’ she said.

Madness is just as conceivable as wonder,
romance and fantasy in Shakespeare's ‘“Winter’s Tale,” scheduled May 24-26 and May

31-

June 2 in Sequoia Theater.
The play has “a beautiful cast, singing and
dancing,” according to director Jean H.
Bazemore, assistant professor of theater arts.
“Where all the great tragedies leave off, it
continues on,” assistant professor Gerald E.

op

The king (Lloyd Scott), believes everyone in
the court is infected with deception, dishonesty
and disloyalty.

Fr

Neiman said the symbolism of disease is seen
throughout the play and is interpreted dif-

Beck said. Beck designed the scenery.

Janyce Neiman, a student who has been
working with Bazemore on publicity, said, “‘Most
of the cast and people involved with the play
have the same innocence and freshness as

ferently by each character. Camillo (Edward
Abbott)
Neiman

is seen
said.

as

symbolically

‘‘doctor’’,

a

A prince (Reid Freeman), marries the princess
(April
Jones)
after her royalty
is
discovered. His father is King Polixenes (Dan
Hoff).

things brought out in the play.”
Neiman said ‘‘in the ‘Winter’s Tale’ innocence,
gentleness, honesty and patience are important.”

Earl W. Meneweather plays a rogue and pick-

pocket.

Creation, birth and rebirth

“Shakespeare

likes

to

put

those

know

those

characters in for color,’’ Beck said.

‘Jean is taking fresh people, many new to the
idea of the theater, and is actually creating the
actors themselves,” Neiman said.

“And there’s an oracle
oracles,” Neiman said.

—

you

The costumes were designed by Lyn Pauley,

She said the play is concerned with creation,

assistant professor, and Gailey A. Browning.

birth and rebirth.

Gary A. Kilgore designed lighting.

Beck said special folk dancers from Theater
Arts will also be included. Most are from the

o

Sally Van Salter and Donna L. Greene are

372s

rehearsal assistants.

International Folk Dance Club.

Campus Health Center. He went
to the Center for treatment of
warts on his hands; he came

away with both hands swabbed in
bandages and incapacitated.
Linda Christensen, a home
economics

» went

to

the Health Center for treatment
of a stomach problems. She was
so angry at what she felt was the

Center’s lack of ‘‘concern’’ that,
rather than return to the Center
when further treatment was
needed, she went to the Humboldt
County
Medical Center
in
Eureka.
Joyce A. Dow, freshman,
complained when she sent to the
Health Center not only did she
have to wait ‘‘a long-long time”
to see a physician but when she
did, “‘he didn’t listen to my
problem.” As a result, she sought
treatment from a private doctor
at her own expense.

however, the Center is
derstaffed
and overworked.
Staff reduced

un-

failures

of

munication result between

combusy

physicians and students who are,
literally, sick and tired.
To

Board established
facilitate communication

between the Center and students,
Tuck has established a ‘‘Health
Services Advisory Board” made
up of students and faculty, to
receive and act on student
complaints. After receiving a
complaint, the Board will present
the complaint to the staff
member

named

by the student,

obtain an explanation from the
staff member and report back to
the student.
Tuck said Board members will
be Barbara Wallace, director of
the Counseling Center, 826-3236;
Dr. William Lester, medical
technology adviser, 826-3674;
Tom Nannizi, student, 826-3206;
Patrick F. Armijo, freshman
oceanography major, 826-3887;
and Dr. Tuck, 826-3146.
Tuck explaned a student can
approach any member of the
Advisory Board to register a
complaint. If, however, the
student is unsatisfied with the
explanation, he or she can then
appear before the entire Board to
request further action.

said students can also submit
suggestions regarding the Health
Service to Board members.

+B

sometimes

by John Humphreys
Roger R. Schroder, a natural
resources senior, is furious at the

235

Health Center catches criticism
Earl
Kooyman,
executive
director of the Humboldt-Del
Norte County Medical Society,
explained that this year, despite

personnel changes broughton by
the
deaths
of
two
staff
physicians, the Health Service
has.

successfully

delivered

quality health care.
Kooyman said, ‘The Health
Service now has the highest
quality professional staff of any
time in the history of the school.”

William Shakespeare's ‘‘Winter’s Tale’’ will be
produced in Sequoia Theater May 24-26 and May 31June 2 at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are 50 cents for students,
$1 50 general.

Jazz

‘Dog Owners:

alternative listing

Tuesdays 9 p.m. — 12 midnit
KHSU 90.5 F.M.

If you haven't, please
phone

your dog at

number to the Society
for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (SPCA)
the SPCA
dog is lost.

s¢

can contact you if your
Phone

§$22-H315 of

422-1168 or write in care of
SP.C.A.,

PO Box 14,

Eureka

Last year the Center had one
part-time and three full-time
doctors; this year it has only
three doctors.
Additional positions have been
requested
in next year’s proposed
budget, but it is uncertain
at this

the

motoring.
monke
rr

/

|

Purolator Oil Filters
Most British Cars
Ye cen tune i, edjust ¢,

TES

“(g:rubber OF dust it.

|

And we'll pick it up end deliver it.

76 “tran
10th.endG
etross trom the Arcate Theeter

$1.00
Specializing in
belts, sandals
and handbags

Thru End Of May
While Supply Lasts _
345 RAILROAD AVE

open 11-7, 12-S sunpats

BLUE LAKE

668-5156

cay
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Marxist discusses inflationary spiral

Revolution seen as cure for U.S. economic woes
Although Gayle Southworth would
offer no conclusive plans, the Marxist
economist hinted at revolution as a cure
for U.S. economic problems.
In his lecture last Wednesday,
“Political Economy of the Recent Inflationary Spiral,’ Southworth said,
“The day that the price of bread in
France reached a 200-year high was the

day that the French Revolution

broke

out.
‘‘A lot can be learned from that fact,”

he said.

About 125 people heard the economist

explain causes of inflation.

Southworth said inflation was caused

in the ‘‘unbalance”’ of payments. He said

contribute to the cash outflow.

“‘Non-Americans have so many dollars
that they don’t want any more and (they)

are unwilling to hold onto them.
“They flee from currency, especially
U.S. currency,’’ Southworth said.
Stop capital outflow
The 33-year-old economist emphasized

States

outside the country at a cost of $77 billion

profits.

economy

and

declining

maintains

1,500

military

movement”’

with

creating

a

“First we have to clean house and get
rid of corrupt officials,’ Southworth said.
In an interview after the lecture,
Southworth said peple must be educated
about problems in government.
“We
need
more
things
like
Watergate,” he said.

THREE

—

Capital

is not reinvested

“I believe that when people are made
aware of what's going on, the methods of
correcting them (problems) will suggest
themselves.
“There is a definite class struggle in
the U.S. The capitalists haven't won all. I
don't surrender just when things are
getting cheery," Southworth said.

because of dividends, taxes and retained
corporate earnings. Japan reinvested 27

bases

per cent of its earnings 1965-1970 while

the United States reinvested eight per

annually.

Economic power
He was particularly concerned with
monopolies. He blamed the ‘merger

can’t at present,” he said.

demanding wages increases.

capital, including military expenses.
“Of course military cutbacks have not
been considered seriously,” he said.
Southworth added that the United

the

“But I do have some observations. It’s
imperative that we trust our enforcers
and lawmakers, but unfortunately we

TWO — Labor insists sharing profits by

Stopping continual outflow of American

by balance of payments, monopolies in
domestic

exported, the American rancher pays
high prices for grain.
This cost is passed to the consumer, he
said.
Discussing declining profits, Southworth gave three reasons for the decline:
ONE — Capitalists choose businesses
giving them high profits. Many of these
are only temporary high-profit makers.

firms building outside the United States

cent of its earnings in 1970-1972.

He blamed meat price increases on
capital outflow. Southworth said that
because so much feed grain has been

When asked if he had any policy
recommendations, Southworth repliedhe
had none.

con-

centration of economic power.
Southworth cited Richard ‘‘King’’
Melcors as an example of this power. He
said Melcors served on the board of
directors of Alcoa Aluminum, Gulf Oil
Corp. and General Motors at the same
time
“That kind of marriage is so
widespread and so hard to believe,”
Southworth said. He quoted statistics
from a report stating most board
members simultaneously serve on six to
eight boards.
Southworth also quoted Fortune
magazine statistics naming 609 corporations that take 82 per cent of profit in
the country. He said more than 200,000
manufacturing companies exist.
“Small corporations with assets of

ai

$50,000or less have an average profit of a

negative seven per cent since 1931,”
Southworth said.
Fortune 500
He accused the U.S. government of
being connected with ‘‘Fortune 500.”’ The
Fortune
500 pays tax on 14 per centof its
profits while other corporations pay up to
48 per cent.

the International Telephone
& Telegr
(ITT) incident in which
American businessmen were involved in
foreign politics, Southworth said political
leaders were involved.
“Congress and the government
agencies

that

are

to

be

Confusion reigns at the intersection of
7th Street and Highway
101. The
Division of Highways last week aired

protecting us’’ were also involved, he
said
Southworth explained outflowing
capital expenditures are a major factor

its plans

to alleviate

this

and

other

Barnes

es

freeway problems. Several arguments
favoring or protesting the design were
also presented.
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Parsons wins national teaching

Survival culture exists
for all ‘people of color’
by Christy Park

“Asians have
stereotypes.
But anytime
you're judged before
prejudice,”

about 30 persons, Furutani said,
“There's a culture all people of
color have in common—the
survival culture. We all had to
learn certain ways to survive in
this country.”
Speaking in an informal
manner, he told about some of the
changes Asians have had to go
which have since
through
resulted in stereotypes.
Gold brings men
The year 1849 is famous for the
Gold Rush in California. That is
also the year there was an influx
of Asians into the country—often
into San Francisco Bay.
Furutani said that while the
gold brought a lot of men west,
there were really very few
women. He said, ‘‘All the shit
work women usually get, the
Chinese got; cooking, housekeeping, laundry.”

Nods
of agreement
accompanied his story illustrating
how the need to survive has made

Extension

in

continuing education.
On May 11 Parsons presented
HSU, represetned by President
Cornelius H. Siemens and Dr.

Parsons said the award
recognizes the most innovative
continuing education program
developed nationally during the
year.

John
tinuing

» dean of con
education,
with
a

Until this month Parsons was
also an administrator-teacher at

Service

award

another.

duplicate of the award plaque.
The award is designed so the

135

of

the

building.
A discussion

new

Fourth St.

-- Markets
v

Kegs

iA.
a

science

will be led

At CR Parsons was responsible
for
developing
a
Native
American language and culture
program. He has charged he was
fired because the
am was
“too radical” for CR. The school
denied the charge.

Hutchins

A film and slides of the
People’s Republic of China will
be shown Friday at 7 p.m. in
room

Parsons.

College of the Redwoods (CR).

Asian-American club
to show China film
won't
be so bad.”
To illustrate
the purpose of the
movement,
Furutani cited the old
adage, ‘You can lead a horse to
water, but you can’t make him
drink. The movement's job is to

The CR Board of Trustees
dismissed
him on May 7 despite a
state hearing officer’s finding
there was ‘‘no cause” for firing

ie

~

lee cold beer
end Liquors

American newspapers. Quan and
Yoshimura toured China for five

4th Street

weeks last summer.

The free event is sponsored by
to find his identity.
He said, ‘‘People
themselves, by themselves, and
for themselves. When they do,
they won't go through
the
changes they have been going

through.”
Furutani
worked
in the
Japanese American Citizens’
League for three years. He was
the National Community Involvement Coordinator. He has been
involved in the Asian American
Movement for five years.

the Asian-American
Alliance.
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share gas or driving

as ets

4

ot 442-5442

Will

SeceeeS apace ecesesecese Seca ceseseseceseteseseseseselesese

$85. apt.
For rent summer sublet One bedroom

for one

casedadeteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteretereters

Mustang and VW
We're selling a 1966 Mustang V8, 260,
beautiful condition for $850. Alsoa 1962

VW Bug,

Ride needed
Need ride from South Eureka to CSUH

during summer

Cap and Gown

We need » used Cap and Gown
day Call Dan at 622.4223

e RRR

$

O'Keefe & Merritt gas range with trash
burner Stove and oven work fine $35
Call 442-5442 evenings ov weekend-can
deliver

eee esececeseseeecenecesegicee eee

20.0.0.
settee
Oux
ee ccocecocetocetecesecececececocetene

For Summer Only

See

SStsoeeeeseninennnnnesssiesniies ef
‘i

No questions asked

;

Call Jerry at 622-6710

a

Day

_

aE

‘or trot

“@

a

Houbar

a

Honda 90 Super tor Sale
Good Shape
$145.00
Call Jerry 6226710

'

for blu.

aMH

Two
Goats for
Sale
| | doe
% Nubien.
peers,
wither

eet eceseeets

offered

end inSleep
Washciethes
our washing

your

= 8 mattress ta oud condition for a twin

an

Se

ot

Pack lost May 10th near Men's locker
room. Contact Robert Himber 626.3755

.

.%

$10 or nearest offer

Contact Roger at 626.3771

bd

Reward

e

you've joined the real world' Find out
with a subscription to the Lumberjack’

pm
B65 ededededeteteteeeeeteletedeteteetetetetetetSeaeteeeceeceeteeeee
aes
dacaei 90
ie Honda
Sesesecececececececsisssasinetetitetetecetscoseteronanecanasagiaagaaeistes
haat a tetera!
a ta*e* a*e "a ee "a% ae" s*e"e*
ee"
‘
s

Lost Peck

must.

Wash

¢

arama

GRADS--you

=“

in

oe’

I'm selling @ 16M Whaling Dory with

TVs,

Grads--you must be interested in what's

ate

Dresses
dresser with

se,

Sie eeatetecaceteaceiacacece:

Whelers

repairs

essesasbebeeaeeabeteeeetececetetecececeteceeteteterentntet

erennaeasaneesrresenniee AEE
°

Student

radios, ete Call Jim Sussman 822-5327

. happening at Good Old HSU after

Call

Bikes Wanted

s

Fill in your Day The North Country

Single or double room

Man and woman » bicycles wanted
Regular or 3. speed
CHEAP, 443-7702

asesesececeseceaeavceasstetattatetatetatetatetatctotetstatetatetetats”

Nerth Country

¢

Electronics

SSeesesess

reece cecececocetecececececectctantaMeee

Up to 700 copies printed not mimeog.
in and have Kathy tailor vour printing

roommates or couple to
Fireplace, country sett

For summer
only Rent negotiable
Lynne or Carolyn at 826-4261

Owens Printing
taphed on an off-set press for 15° per
copy plus $1 for printing plate. Come

~

i

e e reeeaeeecetec sreesceecstesecegecece
tess tesecetececete tess cetecete:

Almanac

T.V. FIXER

Com to the Lumberjack office and
weite your message in about 25 words
Th. charge is $1 per week. And the
deadline is4pim Friday. The Lumber
jack office is located hehind the library

i

derailleur and shifters
622.2219 after 3 pm

lo

To Buy an Ad...
\

443: 92%

Varsity
rebuilt’

at oe |

FS

includes Brake Cluth, Points and valve
adjustments plus lube for $10 plus

Green Schwinn
condition. Just

ae

vor a oe |

Volks Repair
“The Fix" VW repair for less. Tune-ups
to major engine repairs. Tune-up

Send it home—the folks con dig tt!

|

Wines

by

Richard
Quan
and
Evelyn
Yoshimura, who work on Asian-

ecatefetetetatetetel

that’s

award winner receives one copy
of the plaque and the institution
he is affiliated with receives

SA

seen

said Warren Furutani Saturda
night in the University Center
multipurpose room.
A spokesman for the Asian
American Movement, Furutani
was sponsored by the Asian
American
Student Alliance. He is
the first such speaker the
organization
has brought to HSU.

Thomas S. Parsons, director of
HSU's Center for Community
Development
National University Education

SR

you're

award for innovative program

rebuilt engine, for $400. Call

venings or sce Stephen atthe
Library loan desk

furnished apt,
four blocks from cam
8 $85 per month Call 626-4151 of 826
271, ask for Bob Day

See ADA eae

eae eet
2.8,

Super Saab

ss .

comfortable
1968 Super
Saab
three
. economy car in perfect shape
two
evele
engine
recently
& . evlinder
3 . rebuilt
plus four speed, free whee
little maintene
nce
, ling transmission

%Si

required.

$750 442.6620

or 442-2250
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(418) 273-7377, Even if you've never flown

skills it takes to fly and land on a ship

at sea can be called an average pilot.And

the sense of accomplishment and satis-

Sa

halfwaythere.

:

or

|

!

| like it. Please send more information on what it

School through Flight Training totheday

|
. Name

what it takes to fly Navy? Send in this

i
!
!
|
|
|

local Navy recruiter. Or, call him at

[Be

coupon and find out. Or talk with your

esmaame ---------}

takes to be a Naval Flight Officer.

his golden Navy Wings are awarded, he
is tested; driven; pushed and tested

.

City.
Current

ee
College

Age

eee

Year.

oh

|

has learned that without the will to
succeed, no man can be successful.
Which brings us to you. Do you have

Bees

Be a success in The New
8 cynange

&

Tap

Sow

Bee
33
sc

tine

and demanding training program to be

again. And for good reason. The Navy

ey

Tnempeon

930 sixth St., Eureka
442-6289

= sees

From Aviation Officer Candidate

genp TO:

Chief Th

must pass through the most challenging

found anywhere.

a

before, if you've got the desire, you're

faction that he enjoys are also above

average. Which is only right. For the man
who would go places as a Naval Aviator

2 =

eae im

No man who has mastered the flying

———

iii oeeteesic feline

Fat aP ahaha e e

saoaseataaNs

Ketetertereeretettees eracenesers stetatee
aatatataatat:
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Sony.

PoPatets ote
Ce
OO
200.008.

Br

ae

EOP applications

now being taken

Iie
s

Plants and

Assec.

A NEW

store with fine

Look for the stand
in the lobby

indoor greenery

at prices you can afford.
877 9 St., Arcata

TY iN

UNIQUE HANDMADE ITEMS
AMERICAN INDIAN JEWELRY AND ARTIFACTS
CUSTOM MADE SANDALS-HANDBAGS & BELTS
Ph. 622-5620

1610 G Street

Arcate.Ca 9552!

Ph 442-5093
319 Fifth Street

Eurehe.Ce. 95501

So you've got your college degree. And
with it, enough kisses, head-pats and congratulations to last you the rest of your life.
What you need now is a little green

stuff. Money. Or better yet, credit.
That's what we've got for you: credit-

and then some-to meet the world head-on.
All wrapped up in a neat package called
dplan.

Gradplan can set you up with a credit
line big enough
to do the kind of things you
want to do. It'll show you how to get your
checks cashed immediately when they're
needed. How to write yourself an instant
loan. And how to take some of the pain out
of finding a job (excuse the expression
new booklet you'll find
with a really —
right there in the Gradplan package.
Come in. Ask for our special Gradplan
Representative. And get yourself some
credit-plus.
Out there, in the real world, you need
all that you can get.

Gh} BANKOF

AMERICA

Gradplan available only at:
Arcata Office

697-8th Street

BANE

OF AMERICA

NTOSA

- MEMBER

FOIC

Graduating?

|

, May

New gym nears finish,
bleacher void main issue
by Steve Smith
With the absence of bleacher seats being its
major defect, HSU’s new all
physical
education facility nears completion after 16
months of construction.
Oden W. Hansen, dean of campus development
and utilization, said last Wednesday the contractor told him he hoped to have the facility
completed by July, some 30-45 days ahead of
schedule.
So far, Hansen said, there have been no major
hitches in construction of the $2,207,644 gym,
although initially there were problems with the
sea of mud created by rain after the old gym was
torn down. As a result, he said, pilings had to be
sunk ‘‘quite a few feet.”
Still to be resolved is the bleacher problem.
Health and Physical Education Division Chair-,
man Lawrence Kerker said the state originally.
allocated the school $132,000 equipment fund for
the new facility, which was later cut to $100,000.
The fund is split in two. One part covers
equipment that is fixed, and comes with a
building (such as bleachers, baskets, and,
scoreboards). The other covers equipment that
is used for instructional purposes.
The problem, Kerker said, is that the state will
pay for only one set of bleachers (which HSU
already has) and doesn’t consider bleachers
‘instructional equipment.’
Kerker said that a power-operated, folding
bleacher set up with an 1,800-2,000 seat capacity
would cost about $37,000.
Last Tuesday, he said, he wrote to Medart
Products, Inc. (the same company which made
the tarpaulin for the football field) to see if the
school could buy bleachers from them ‘‘on the

‘“‘Why
shouldn't
somehow
Niclai

an instructionally-related program
play on the best facilities availabie
seems rather ridiculous,’’ he said.
was slightly tongue-in-check in his

comments about the kind of crowds the ‘Jacks’
would draw.
“It might start a whole new fad in basketball
— sitting-room-only crowd around the floor,” he
said. ‘It might be the only gym in the country
where you can stretch out on a cot to watch.”

But he didn’t mince any words in talking about
the problems of getting bleachers.
Gym only a structure
A gym is ‘‘only a concrete structure,”’ he said,

until it is utilized to its fullest — and HSU’s new
facility will achieve that level only when the
bleachers are installed.

In that respect, he noted, ‘‘state officials will
probably have their heads in the same places
they usually do — and you can quote me on that.”
He emphasized that school officials are doing

everything they can to get bleachers.
“How a bunch of turkeys can sit in their
mahogany offices, balance their teacups on their

pseudo-intellectual knees, and make decisions
that affect us down here, I don’t know,” he said.
Another enthusiastic welcome to the new

facility was given by wrestling coach Frank
Cheek.
Cheek

about

noted

a

situation,””

that

national
he

‘“‘when

we

start

thinking

(a

‘Utopian

tournament’’

conceded),

two

Save hassles
On a more practical note, he said that having

“I don’t want to ‘bum’ $37,000 from a community that already heavily supports athletics,”
Kerker said, adding that College of the Redwoods is currently involved in a fund-raising

The wrestling match might start at 7 p.m., and

be over at 8:15, which would be fine — except,
Cheek said, that it takes the basketball team
about a half-hour to warm up, and he wondered

Talking about the facility itself, Kerker said
that it will have a main basketball court 94 ft. by
50 ft. with clear backboards
and two parallel
courts (of the same length but slightly narrower)
with metal backboards. On the basketball courts
will
be stripes for six volleyball courts and three
tennis courts. There are no plans now for putting
in stripes for badminton courts.
Also included are a human performance
laboratory (equipped with treadmills and the
like), a dance studio (adjacent to the main gym,
on the second level), a wrestling room, 14 single-

that long.
That situation might be helped if the wrestlers
began their match at 6 p.m., but Cheek believed
that would be ‘inconvenient for the com-

how many people would

Scheduled games
Kerker added he has scheduled basketball and
wrestling practices and games for next season in
the current
men’s gym, but can switch
them to

the new facility if bleachers can be obtained.
Interestingly, one person who isn’t as concerned about the bleacher situation as might be
expected is Lumberjack basketball coach Dick
Niclai.
“I want to play there regardless,” he said.
SP.*.2.0,0,9 ©,8,0,68,0, 0 LSPA POG ee
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want to stick around

munity.’’ The question, he said, then becomes,
“Who goes first and who goes second?” Two
gyms would provide an answer.

Louise Parsons, women’s physical education
chairman, is also enthusiastic about the facility.
Facilities a joy
The new dressing
and locker room,
she said,
“will be a joy to have.” Women’s locker and
shower facilities are currently scattered out in

the fieldhouse, women’s swim locker and Gist
Hall.
She was also happy

with the ‘‘the increased

number of special facilities,’ noting the dance
room, the Human Performance Laboratory and
the added classrooms. The latter, she said, will

“make instruction much more effective.”
She also likes the new gymnastics room, which
will replace the “two tiny rooms” in Gist Hall

which are currently being used.
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the Far Western Conference standings.
Sacramento State won the crown with 43 points

Crippled by the loss of star sprinter Brian
Miller, the Lumberjack tracksters managed a
finish in Far Western Conference
track and field championships Saturday.
Chico State won the title with 180 points while
Davis was second with 140. HSU totaled 123

followed by Chico State with 41%, Davis with 30
and HSU with 232.
Jed Jennings finished fourth for the season
with & 601 total. Jeff Walker shot a 71, tying for
low gross score in Friday's final match at Rock-

points.

lin’s Whitney National course.

Miller, a top contender in the 100 and 220-yard
sprints and a member of ihe ‘Jacks 440 and mile

relay

teams,

pulled

a

hamstring

muscle

in

Walker finished with a 611 total for a sixth
place finish on the season.
Intramural swimming

Friday's 100-yard dash trials. He was sidelined
for the entire meet.
The Lumberjacks did manage three first place
finishes in individual events.
Dan Mullens won the steeplechase in 9:00.8,
one of the fastest times turned in the country this
year, according to Hunt. Bob McGuire finished
second.
Ross Ellis won the long jump with a leap of 23'2%4"’. It was only the third time Ellis had tried the

Barker won three events and shattered two
meet records with victories in the 100 and 200yard freestyle events. Barker covered the ‘™ in
§2.1 seconds and the 200 in 1:54.

event.

also record time.

Ron Elijah edged Chuck Smead in the threemile run with a 14:05.4 oo
Gol
The Humboldt State golfers finished fourth in

com-

would be necessary.

installment plan.”
Supports athletics

rooms and a conference room.

HSU‘s new physical education facility nears
pletion after 16 months of construction.

gymnasiums

sell facilities could solve a lot of schedule
es.
Cheek noted what might happen if the two
teams tried to play back-to-back one evening.

occupancy staff
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Former UCLA swimmer Glen Barker was the
individual star in Friday's HSU intramural swim
meet.

Steve Jehley set a meet record, winning the 50yard butterfly in 26.1 seconds while Steve Graner

won the 100-yard individual medley in 1:37.1,
John Stocum won the men’s diving, amassing
a record 110.75 points.
The meet attracted more than 70 swimmers in
26 events for both men and women.

ve

Lumbermill

The next time the far Western Conference

godfathers meet to

discuss affairs of sport, somebody should quietly suggest volleyball
be added to the intercollegiate program.
We're not talking now about that exercise in uncoordinated armwaving immortalized by Frankie Avalon and Annette Whatsername in the beach classics.

Any similarity between the beach variety and the real thing is
purely unfortunate. The gap between the two is about equal to the
gap between swimming club ping pong and table tennis played by
the Chinese when they stomped the Yanks.
The real volleyball is a fast, exciting and exhausting sport that
both men and women can play.
Final match at Munich
Maybe you recall catching the bone-chilling final match between
the Korean and Russian women’s teams in the recent Munich
Olympics.

It was the closest thing to a wild west showdown since Ringo got
his from Lorne Greene.
Two teams of six stand on opposite sides of a seven-foot net and
shoot at each other with a white leather ball. The hard shots are
called spikes, probably because they will go right through you. Yet
the object is for the shootee to get in front
of the shot, keep it from
hitting
the deck and set it up for his-her
deputy to shoot it back.
Humboldt fielded both a men’s and women’s team this year and
both were excellent under the direction of Barbara Van Putten. It
was all quite unofficial, of course, but the men won three invitational tournaments against some stout southern competition
while the women won the top spot in their unofficial league.
Cost would be nominal
The cost of going official would be nominal with only balls, nets
and officials needed.
The teams in the conference might even set their schedules to
coincide with another sport, say tennis, so the squads could travel
together, cutting costs even more.

Volleyball would give more students,

especially women, the

opportunity to compete on an intercollegiate level.

True, we don’t NEED another sport desperately but since
already have this one, why not recognize it? Humboldt might
come up with a winner in something besides the body co:

spectacles the settlers here in the Northwest Territories en)

we
-ven
tact

» so

much.

And those are rare
That’s right folks—no tackles, no crackback blocks, not even an
elbow in the mouth. The only collision will be between team: ates
and those are rare.
It's not so bad. Really.
You'll get used to it.
Sawdust: Handkerchiefs ready, friends? Here it is. Former SU
football star Jim Dolcini is no longer world wristwrestling champ.
He was dethroned last week by some Neanderthal creature on Wide
World of Sports. Before he could be interviewed, the winner ate Bill
Fleming's microphone and lumbered off into a nearby forest.
Dolcini vowed he would beat the creature next year... Would you

believe Athletic Director Ced Kinzer used to be a top flight gymnast? Well, believe it! He was also a pretty fair semipro ba:
all
player

. . . Cincinnati

Bengal

receiver

ly Thomas

Humboldt County is the closest place next toheaven. Youme:
sun doesn't shine there either” Tell me it isn’t so Speedy . .

iks

he
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Campus calendar

Lecture—Car! C. Wilson, assistant director Pacific

Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station,
Berkeley, on current Oakland-Berkeley Hills fire
threat,

Natural

Resources

Science

Building.
Thursday

10 p.m.

Drama—‘Winter’s Tale’’ by Shakespeare, Sequoia
Theater, $.50 students and $1.50 general, tickets or
reservations from Sequoia Theater box office, 8263559
Friday
Concert—John Hartford, noted ‘‘folk-rock’’ artist
and song writer (‘‘Gentle On My Mind’’), in the

8 p.m.

Rathskeller, $2.00, tickets available at the Information Desk in the University Center, 2 shows nightly.
Film—Marlon Brando in ‘“‘The Wild One” and

8:30 p.m.

7:30&

7 p.m.

7:30 &

10 p.m

8pm.

Woody Allen’s ‘“‘What’s Up Tiger Lily,”’ Founders
Hall Auditorium, $1.00, presented by The Film

Cooperative.
Lecture—Richard Quan and Evelyn Yoshimura will

show slides and a movie and answer questions on
life in present day China, Science 135, sponsored by
A.A.S.A.
Saturday

8:30 p.m.

presentations

Films—“The Wild One” and “What's Up Tiger

formation

meeting,

the

mittee,

called

the

there

Auditorium,

He

the

A panel discussion by William

a meeting,

although few people attend. ‘‘The
still

gets

requests

for

information from conferences
pe three years ago,” Parsons

included Supervisor Ray

Lumberjack’s,

we thought that was too
because
Madison Avenue.

manently

solve the problems

who said there must be a
“stewardship
of the
land
philosophy” used in connection
with the natural resources of the

gn

with

a name,

we

cam-

:

paigned with a person. Every
chance we had we made ourselves available to the public.
These chances came at the Tower
of Power concert, going door to
t comdoor at major
plexes, dinner at the dormitory
and also with a table on
cafeteria
campus. We offered them a
printout, in hopes it would raise
questions we would answer.
We did not set up our campaign
of Nelson
in the sacred corridors
Hall nor did we try to pursuade
oe

f

622-8121

We have tried to make this the

The Open Door Clinic in Arcata
is offering personal counseling
facilities
every night from 6 to 9.
For further information, call
822-2987.

eartht

deli gh
ple ats

sold

on

629 10" st.
tues

arcate

ter cate

11 @.m. to 10 p.m. everydey

EU ROPE!

Folk, Soul, Soundtracks
and Comedy Records.
Also, factory 8-track tapes
We invite you to come in and
listen to music — it’s free.

BRUSSELS

‘a79.
ROUND TRIP
SSO

SOS

SSSSOSSSS6686

SHOPPE

Editor:

SS

SSeS

For a class in American
Indian
studies I am doing a paper on the
status of the national minorities
in the USSR and comparing
their
social position with that of the
American Indian.
Can you give me any information on this subject or
direct me to other sources—
books, magazines,
etc. or
perhaps addresses to write to
within
the USSR?
Sincere
thanks for any help.
Willa Ruckle

P.O. Box 315
Eureka, Calif. 96501

S
crefts

crafts

G

Has best selection of .
Jazz, Blues, Rock,

I am a history
major at HSU.

Editor:

easy

Arcata clinic giving
personal counseling

(24-7

Research help

now due to lack of space.

no

(We buy end sell used records.)

1620 G St., Arcete

Northtown — Arcata
822-4056

This letter was received
before
the election but was held until

has

Instead of just trying to cam-

BURGER

Editor's note:

issue,’

Consignment

PPS

Big typewriter

which

is made.

solution.

a

dam will not.
Economics Professor John
Grobey and Linda M. Nicholson,
master of economics from HSU,
presented the findings of a
population
and
economics
by
out
carried
projection

Peart,

dam

Parsons called it a “technical
and complex issue, and a human

Raffo, George Wingate and
James Frazier, HSU watershed
management graduate students,
explored the role of watershed
management in flood control.
Meet short term needs
They said the traditional
methodsof flood control—dams—
have been built only to meet short
term needs without considering
the watershed as a total
ecological unit. They said proper
land management will per-

local

the

concerning

considered.

information

at such

effective

Baumli said the federal government already has flood insurance
programs, with revisions being

Thomas S. Parsons, from the
Center for Community Developin

which spawn there now. He said
there is the possibility of the loss
of certain characteristics of
species of fish if the fish do not
spawn naturally, but in controlled hatcheries.
Persons at the conference
agreed there is still much to
consider before any decision

of flood

both structures and other means

Coast Environmental Center said
she was disappointed in the
limited number
of groups
represented.

interest

most

the

said

greater than the number of fish

Resources,

of protection, such as building
restrictions and flood insurance.

ticularly McCloskey's speech.
Harriet Gray from the North

ment, said there is “much

Water

forms of flood protection include

He said all talks were recorded
and the information from this
conference ‘‘will be a part of the
final decision” on the dam.
Speakers at the conference

readers
The

a

from coming,” she said. Hankins

center

trice Chauve,” in Founder's Hall
sponsored by the French Club, free.

as

was

of

spoke on the question
protection.

accused the news media of not
publicizing the event, par-

generated”

such

partment

out

concerted effort to keep people

Tuesday
Drama—Dramatic reading of Ionesco’s ‘‘La Canta-

(Continued
from page 5)
Two: Robert Dattel,
State Highway Engineer
1120 ‘N’ Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Three: James Moe,
Director of Public Works
Department
of Public
Works
Sacramento, CA 95814
Tell these men that the citizens
of Arcata have done everything
in their power to legally stop the
propsed freeway,
including
initiative petitions, electing two
outof three council persons in the
last election who ran on a “‘stop
the freeway”’
a council
resolution to fix the safety

engineer for the California De-

“frankly disappointing”’.
“It’s as though

district

Baumii,

George

between

at

2020

year

the

106,800 and 124,000, with HSU
having 9,000 students.
HSU
Roelofs,
Dr. Terry
fisheries professor, told the
results of a survey taken by
fish
concerning
students
spawning in the Mad River.
Roelofs said the loss of fish
if the
potential
spawning
spawning grounds were flooded
behind the dam would be much

Dr. F. Dean Freeland, HSU
management
watershed
professor, spoke on flood control,
urging a “holistic approach,
using all means available,”
rather than rely only on dams for
protection.

con-

turn

in

Urged holistic approach

three

ference drew about
50 persons, 25
of whom took part in the
presentations.
Donna Hankins, of
the Concerned Citizens Com-

Monday
Concert—Student Recital, Music Building Recital
Hall, free.

Write on,

about

areas of land use: flood control,
water supply and recreational
uses.
Planned as a public in-

Few people attend

Concert—John Hartford, see Friday.
Lily,” see Friday.

8:15 p.m.

Talks, presentations
The conference included talks

SeSeee2eseaSeenconst

disaster

angles.
and

master’s thesis.
as herson
Nichol
The report predicted a total
population for Humboldt County

area. He said he favors a public
vote on the dam issue which could
not be held before Fall.
“It may be a year or two before
the vote could be held,” he said.

(Continued
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the area of the dam site from all

Milk Shakes
Still only
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8 p.m

Lecture—John Burninghausen, Far East expert,
question and answer period on China, University
Center multipurpose room, sponsored by East
Asian Colloquium.

169.
ONE WAY

SPECIAL
LOW AIR FARES ON
JINTER-EUROPEAN FLIGHTS
ISRAEL ¢ AFRICA « ASIA
ALSO AVAILABLE

INTERNATIONAL 1.0. CARDS
STUDENT EURORAIL PASSES

immediate family.

CALL NOW ...
(418) 392-8512
DETACH

AND MAIL TODAY

HARTER FLIGHTS INT.
S MARKET STREET
AN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
lease mail me information on flights
s
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